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1. Whether the syllabus is completed in time ?
2. Whether teachers come on time in the class ?

3. Whether their voice is clear & audible ?

4. Whether their concept on the subject taught is clear ?

s. Whether they explain the topic clearly ?

6. Whether their lectures are fruitful ?

7. Whether their behaviour with students is well ?

8. Whether the doubts are cleared ?
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1. Whether the syllabus is completed in time ?

2. Whether teachers come on time in the class ?

3. Whether their voice is clear & audible ?

4. Whether their concept on the sub.iect taught is clear ?

s. Whether they explain the topic clearly ?

6. Whether their ledures are fruitful ?

7. Whether their behaviour with students is well ?

8. Whetherthe doubts are cleared ?
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1. Whether the syllabus is completed in time ?

2. Whether teachers come on time in the class ?

3. Whether their voice is clear & audible ?

4. Whether their concept on the subject taught is clear ?

s. Whether they explain the topic clearly ?

6. Whethertheir lectures are fruitful ?

7. Whether their behaviour with students is well ?

8. Whetherthe doubts are cleared ?
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1. Whether the syllabus is completed in time ?

2. Whether teachers come on time in the class ?

3. whether their voice is clear & audible ?

4. Whether their concept on the subject taught is clear ?

5. Whether they explain the topic clearly ?

6. Whether their lectures are fruitful ?

7. Whether their behaviour with students is well ?

8. Whetherthe doubts are cleared ?
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1. Whether the syllabus is com pleted in time ? 
--Ji$lNo2. Whether teachers come on time in the class ? )gln"

3. Whether their voice is clear & audible ? --:cE/No
4. Whether their concept on the subject taught is clear ? -fgiiNo
s. Whethe. they explain the topic clearly ? {es/no
6. Whether their lectures are fruitful ? {"ttno
7. Whether their behaviour with students is well ? -kslNo
8. whether the doubts are cleared ? \esly)-'
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Whether the syllabus is completed in time ?

Whether teachers come on time in the class ?

whether their voice is clear & audible ?

Whether their concept on the subject taught is clear ?

Whether they explain the topic clearly ?

Whether their lectures are fruitful ?

Whether their behaviour with students is well ?

Whether the doubts are cleared ?
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1. Whether the syllabus is completed in time ?

2. Whether teachers come on time in the class ?

3. Whether their voice is clear & audible ?

4. Whether their concept on the subiect taught is clear ?

s. Whether they explain the topic clearly ?

6. Whether their lectures are fruitful ?

7. Whether their behaviour with students is well ?

8. Whetherthe doubts are cleared ?

SiBnature of the student
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1. Whether the syllabus is completed in time ?

2. Whether teachers come on time in the class ?

3. Whether their voice is clear & audible ?

4. Whether their concept on the subject taught is clear ?

s. Whether they explain the topic clearly ?

E. whether their lectures are fruitful ?

7. Whether their behaviour with students is well ?

8. Whether the doubts are cleared ?
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1- Whether the syllabus is completed in time ?

2- Whether teachers come on time in the clats ?

3. Whether their voice is clear & audible ?

4- Whether their concept on the subject tauSht is clear ?

5. Whether they explain the topic clearly ?

6. Whether their lectures are fruitful ?

7. Whether their behaviour with students is well ?

8. Whether the doubts are cleared ?

Signature of the Student
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1. Whether the syllabus is completed in time ?

2. whether teachers come on time in the class ?

3. whether their voice is clear & audible ?

4. Whether their concept on the subject taught is clear ?

s. Whether they explain the topic clearly ?

6. whether their ledures are fruitful ?

7. whether their behaviour with students is well ?

8. Whether the doubts are cleared ?
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1. Whether the syllabus is completed in time ?

2. Whetherteachers come on time in the class ?

3. Whether their voice is clear & audible ?

4. Whether their concept on the subject tau8ht is clear ?

s. Whether they explain the topic clearly ?

6. Whether their lectures are fruitful ?

7. Whether their behaviour with students is well ?

8. Whether the doubts are cleared ?
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1. Whether the syllabus is completed in time ?

2. Whether teachers come on time in the class ?

3. Whether their voice is clear & audible ?

4. Whether their concept on the subject taught is clear ?

5. Whether thev explain the topic clearly ?

6. Whether their lectures are fruitful ?

7. Whether their behaviour with students i5 well ?

8. Whether the doubts are cleared ?

Yesltlc--

)es/No
)s5,lNo
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1. Whether the syllabus is completed in time ?
2. Whether teachers come on time in the class ?

3. Whether their voice is clear & audible ?

a. Whether their concept on the subject taught is clear ?
s. Whether they explain the topic clearly ?

6. Whether their lectures are fruitful ?

7. Whether their behavlour with students is well ?
8. Whetherthe doubts are cleared ?
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1. whether the syllabus is completed in time ?

2. Whether teachers come on time in the class ?

3. Whether their voice is clear & audible ?

4. whether their concept on the subject taught is clear ?

5. Whether they explain the topic clearly ?

6. Whether their lectures are fruitful ?

7. Whether their behaviour with students is well ?

8. Whether the doubts are cleared ?
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1. Whether the syllabus is completed in time ?

2. Whether teachers come on time in the class ?

3. whether thelr voice is clear & audible ?

4. Whether their concept on the subjed taught is clear ?

s. Whether they explain the topic clearly ?

6. Whethertheir lectures are fruitful ?

7. Whether their behaviour with students is well ?

8. Whether the doubts are cleared ?
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1. Whether the syllabus is completed in time ?
2. Whether teachers come on time in the class ?
3. Whether their voice is clear & audible ?

4. Whether their concept on the subject taught is clear ?
s. Whether they explain the topic clearly ?

6. Whether their lectures are fruitful ?
7. Whether their behaviour with students is well ?
8. Whetherthe doubts are cleared ?
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1. Whether the syllabus is completed in time ?
2. Whether teachers come on time in the class ?

3. Whether their voice is clear & audible ?

4. Whether their concept on the subject taught is clear ?

s. Whether they explain the topic clearly ?

6. Whether their lectures are fruitful ?

7. Whether their behaviour with students is well ?

8. whether the doubts are cleared ?
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1. Whether the syllabus is completed in time ?

2. Whetherteachers come on time in the class ?

3. Whether their voice is clear & audible ?

4. Whether their concept on the subject taught is clear ?

s. Whether they explain the topic clearly ?

6. Whether their lectures are fruitful ?

7. Whether their behaviour with students is well ?

8. Whether the doubts are cleared ?
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1. Whetherthe syllabus is completed in time ?
2. Whetherteachers come on time in the class ?

3. whether their voice is clear & audible ?

4. Whether their concept on the subject taught is clear ?

s. Whether they explain the topic clearly ?

6. Whether their lectures are fruitful ?

7. Whether their behaviour with students is well ?

8. Whetherthe doubts are cleared ?
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1. Whether the syllabus is completed in time ?

2. Whether teachers come on time in the class ?

3. Whether their voice is clear & audible ?

4. Whether their concept on the subject taught is clear ?
s. Whether they explain the topic clearly ?

6. Whether their lectures are fruitful ?

7. Whether their behaviour with students is well ?

8. Whetherthe doubts are cleared ?
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"Y€slNo
Ie:/No
YgrNo
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yellruo
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1. Whether the syllabus is completed in time ?
2. Whetherteachers come on time in the class ?

3. Whether their voice is clear & audible ?

4. Whether their concept on the subject taught is clear ?

s. Whether they explain the topic clearly ?

5. Whether their lectures are fruitful ?

7. Whether their behaviour with students is well ?

8. Whetherthe doubts are cleared ?

*-Y€s/No

-)zslNo
)es/No
--Yes/No

-Y!s/No
-)t$lNo
--.Yes/t'to

--'(-es/No
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1. Whether the syllabus is completed in time ?

2. Whetherteachers come on time in the class ?
3. Whether their voice is clear & audible ?

4. Whether their concept on the subject taught is clear ?

s. Whether they explain the topic clearly ?

6. Whether their lectures are fruitful ?

7. Whether their behaviour with students is well ?

8. whether the doubts are cleared ?
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1. Whether the syllabus is completed in time ?
2. Whether teachers come on time in the class ?
3. Whether their voice is clear & audible ?

4. Whether their concept on the subject taught is clear ?
s. Whether they explain the topic clearly ?

6. Whether their lectures are fruitful ?
7. Whether their behaviour with students is well ?
8. Whetherthe doubts are cleared ?
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)es/No
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YelNo
w.dNo
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Signature of the Student
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1. Whether the syllabus is completed in time ?
2. Whether teachers come on time in the class ?
3. Whether their voice is clear & audible ?
4. Whether their concept on the subject taught is clear ?
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6. Whether their lectures are fruitful ?
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